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Wilson clearly recognizes in On Human Nature that the fact that humans are not infinitely
malleable is a fundamental emancipatory message. Whereas Utopians have for centuries
dreamed of creating the perfect society based on inculcating prosocial values and suppressing
selfish and antisocial values, Wilson recognizes the totalitarian Reviews: Sep 01, · On Human
Nature begins a new phase in the most important intellectual controversy of this generation: Is
human behavior controlled by the species' biological heritage? Does this heritage limit human
destiny? With characteristic pugency and simplicity of style, /5. Human nature is a concept
that transgresses the boundary between science and society and between fact and value. It is as
much a political concept as it is a scientific one. This chapter will cover the politics of human
nature by using evidence from history, anthropology, and social psychology. In On Human
Nature (), for which he was awarded a Pulitzer Prize in , Wilson discussed the application of
sociobiology to human aggression, sexuality, and ethics. His book The Ants (; with Bert
Holldobler), also a Pulitzer winner, was a monumental summary of contemporary knowledge.
of human nature Sociobiology is defined (paraphrasing pp. 16 and ) as the scientific or
systematic study of the biological basis of all forms of social behavior, in all kinds or
organisms including man, and incorporating knowledge from ethology, ecology, and genetics,
in order to derive general principles concerning the biological. On Human Nature is a very
interesting and amazing compendium that deepens about our origin, how our genome through
millennia of evolution and adaptation has confer us an incredible capacity of survival and at an
unsuspected population level.
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